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1 .INTRODUCTI~N 
Cauchy’s extended mean value theorem, applied to functions 4(t) = t’ and 
y(t) = tS on an interval of positive numbers from x to y, says that Ay//d# = 
(s/r) cS-’ for an extended mean value c between x and y. So we have the 
marvelously complicated formula 
c = E(r, s; x, y) = [((y” - x”)/s)/(( y’ - xr)/r)] ‘/(s-r). (1) 
Stolarsky [16] was the first to define E, and he showed that E can be 
extended to be continuous on the domain 
((r,s;x,y):r,sbothreal,x>O,andy>O}. (2) 
A function similar to E that involves a transformation of values of (r, s) was 
given by Cisbani [3] and by Tobey [21]. Cisbani was motivated by the 
family of power means discussed by Dunkel [5], and by a one-parameter 
family of means given by Galvani [7]. The power means of [x,y] occur at 
(r, s) = (r, 2r), while Galvani’s means occur at (r, s) = (r, 1). Special cases 
are the arithmetic mean A = E(l, 2; x, y), the geometric mean G = E(0, 0; 
x, y), the harmonic mean H = E(-2, -1; x, y), the logarithmic mean 
L = E(0, 1; x, y) and the identric mean I = E( 1, 1; x, y). 
Some of these means have applications in electrostatics [ 151 and in heat 
conduction and chemical problems [20]. Carlson [2] gave an elegant 
iterative algorithm for computing L as the limit of a sequence of arithmetic 
and geometric means. Archimedes’ calculation of rr (described in [ 131) is 
related to the fact that l/0 is the formal logarithmic mean of [eie/sin 8, 
emie/sin 01. St ar m t’ g with 8 = n/3, Archimedes used an algorithm equivalent 
to that of Carlson. 
Study of E is interesting, both because most of the classical two-variable 
means are special cases of E, and because it is challenging to study a 
function whose formulation is so indeterminate. Note that (1) is not defined 
when rs(s - r)( y - x) = 0. Responding to a similar challenge, Garnea [ 8] 
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studied the location of the number c determined by the (nonextended) mean 
value theorem for certain classes of function. 
We continue a study of E that was started in [ 111. There the domain of E 
was extended to include points where xy = 0, and basic properties were 
given. Now, however, we consider E restricted to domain (2), where it is 
analytic in all four variables. We investigate comparability of extended 
means, i.e., cases where E(r,, s, ; x, y) < E(r,, s, ; x, y) independently of 
[x, y]. In such a case, we say that (r,, s2) dominates Q-i, si). As examples, 
we have for the special means mentioned above 
These are consequences of the fact (proved in [ 161) that values of E increase 
with increase of r or s. The relations involving H, G, and A are venerable, 
but new proofs are frequently published. The inequality L <A, and even the 
very sensitive 3L < 2G + A seem to have been known by 195 1 [ 15, p. 8f]. 
The latter inequality was proved in [2]. A companion inequality is 
G*A < L 3, equivalent to E(-1,2; x, y) < E(0, 1; x, y), which is implied by 
the catalogue of the dominance relation given in Section 6. 
Some other interesting dominance relations have been proved that involve 
increase of r and decrease of s, or vice versa. Lin [ 121 and Szekeley [191 
independently showed that L ,< E(1/3,2/3; x, y). Pittenger [ 141 gave a 
complete description of dominance relations involving power means and the 
means of Galvani. Some of these have been published in [ 171. 
2. PRELIMINARYRELATIONS 
The next two sections lay the groundwork for a complete description of 
the dominance relation. It is convenient o study the function F = In o E. We 
are concerned with finding exact bounds of the slope of the (r, s)-gradient of 
F so that we can find optimal curves along which values of F (equivalently, 
of E) are ordered independently of [x, y]. From (l), we see that the value of 
F in nonexceptional cases (when TS(S - r)(y - x) # 0) is a difference 
quotient 
F(r,s;x,y)=(s--r)-‘(ln(y”-xUj-ln]a]) ‘. 
I 
(3) r 
So the limiting case r = s is a derivative 
F(a, a; x, y) = (a/&)(ln ( y” - x” ) - In (u ]) 
= ( y” In y - x” In x)/( y” - x”) - l/u. (4) 
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When x = y or Q = 0, the value is f ln(xy). The difference quotient of (3) can 
then be expressed as an integral, which we write in two forms (with 
u = r + p(s - r)) 
F(r, s; x, y) = (s - I) - ’ f F(u, a; x, y) do = (’ F(o, a; x, y) dp. (5) 
r 0 
This integral form of F was given in [ 11, 161. We see that the second 
integral in (5) gives the value of F even in the exceptional cases. The value of 
E corresponding to F(o, u; x, y) was defined in [ 161 and called an identric 
mean in [ 111. Identric means play a central role in our theory because of our 
dependence on (5). 
Each partial derivative of F has two forms, obtained by differentiating the 
two integrals of (5). Partial derivatives with respect o r and s are 
D, F(r, s; x, v> = (s - r> - ’ (F(r, s; x, Y) - F(r, r; x, u>) 
1 
(6) 
= ol$F~~,~;x,Y)(l -cr)dp 
and 
D, F(r, s; x, y) = (s - r)- ’ (F(s, s; x, Y) - F(r, s; x, Y)) 
I 
’ a (7) = ---(cTcT~,Y)P~P. 
0 acJ 
The first part of (6) and of (7) assumes r # s. 
Because E is homogeneous in [x, y], we may restrict our attention to 
[x, y] satisfying xy = 1. We set [x, y] = [eCf, e’]. We may also assume t > 0. 
Values of E and F will be denoted E(r, s) and F(r, s), with dependence on t 
silent. We have from (4), with w = ut 
F(u, u) = t[(eO’ + e--O’)/(eO’ - e-O’> - l/(ut)] 
= tf(w) = t(coth w - w-‘) 
= t(w/3 - w3/45 + *a*) 
(8) 
and 
$ F(u, u) = t’g(w) = t2( l/w’ - l/sinh2 w) 
= t2(1/3 - w2/15 + ..*)* 
(9) 
The functions f and g, defined implicitly in (8) and (9), are extended by 
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natural removal of the singularity at w = 0. Both of the vaguely indicated 
power series converge when / WI < 71. 
Using the principle that the integral of the limit is the limit of the integral, 
we substitute the power series of (8) and (9) into the integrals (St(7) and 
take limits to obtain 
‘,‘y F(r, s)/t2 = (r + s)/6 (10) 
and 
‘(‘y D, F(r, s)/t’ = ‘,‘a D,F(r, s)/t’ = i. (11) + 
The limits are uniform, for (r, s) in any bounded set. 
3. Two LEMMAS 
Lemmas 1 and 2 are complicated to prove and some steps have not been 
expansively displayed. The reader who is short of scratch paper may choose 
to skip a detailed reading, and simply to believe the results, the first time 
through. As in [ 12, 171, a key step is to show that certain power series have 
nonnegative coefficients. To determine when power series in one or more 
variables have nonnegative coefficients (even when the functions are 
rational) is an interesting and difficult problem that is still being investigated 
[ 1,4, 10, 221. The lemmas involve the functions f and g that were introduced 
in (8) and (9). 
LEMMA 1. Consider the functions f(w) = coth w - w - ’ and 
g(w) = l/w2 - I/sinh2 w, with w =at. For u and t positive, both 
(a/&)f(w)/f(w) and (a/at) g(w)/g(w) decrease with increase of u. 
Proof. For the function g, we consider the numerator of (cY/i?a)((i?/~t) 
g(w)/g(w)), with the sign reversed. It is sufficient to prove 
;&T(w) $ g(w) - g(w) -&-pw > 0. (12) 
We formulate this explicitly, with S = sinh w and C = cash w: 
4w(CS-3 - w-3)2 + 2(w-2 - S-2)(-2wp3 - cr3 
+2ws-2+ 3ws-4)>0. 
We multiply by w3(sinh6 w)/2 and expand to obtain 
2w2s4 + 2s’ - 5ws3c + w3sc + 3w2s2 - w4 > 0. 
(13) 
(14) 
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Using hyperbolic “multiple angle” formulas, we find that the inequality to be 
proved is equivalent o 
a(w* + 1) cash 4w - iw sinh 4w + (fw’ - 1) cash 2w 
+(tw3+iw)sinh2w+a-$w*-w4>0. (15) 
When we expand the left side of (15) in a Maclaurin series in even powers 
of w, we find that the coefficient of wk is 0 if k < 8. The partial coefficient of 
wk from terms involving cash 4w and sinh 4w is qkm3(k2 - Ilk + 16)/k!, 
and the partial coefficient from (iw’ - 1) cash 2w is 2k-3(k2 -k - 8)/k!. 
These are positive if k > 10. No other terms contribute a negative partial 
coefficient, and since the series converges for all w, the g part of the lemma 
is proved. 
The proof of the f part of the lemma is similar, and we leave it for the 
reader. 
A by-product of the proofs is a pair of complicated and sensitive 
inequalities involving some of the classical means. For x = e-‘+ and y = ew, 
with arithmetic mean A = cash w, logarithmic mean L = (sinh w)/w and 
geometric mean G = 1, we have from (14) 
2A2Lz - 5AL3 + 2L4 + ALG’ + L2G2 - G4 2 0. (16) 
The corresponding relation from the f part of the lemma is 
AL3 - 2A2G2 + 3ALG* - 3L2G2 + G4 > 0. (17) 
When w is small, the order of magnitude of the left side of (16) or of (17) is 
w6. Because of homogeneity, both are true when A, L, and G are the 
appropriate means of any pair [X,JJ] of positive numbers, with equality only 
if x = y (in the domain described in [ 111, equality holds also if xy = 0). All 
of the inequalities mentioned in Secion 1 can be proved by the series method 
used here. Another fairly sensitive example is AL + G* > 2L2. 
LEMMA 2. With g as in Lemma 1, 0 < t,O < r <s, w=ot, and 
o=r+p(s-r), we have 
~L(~-P&~W)Q j1(Wg(w)9 
0 I 0 
> j; P $ g(w) 4 j' fig(w) dcl. 
I 0 
Prooj Let the denominator integrals be rewritten as ji (1 - V) g(z) dv 
and Ii vg(z) dv, with z = rt and z = r + u(s - r). We transpose the right side 
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of (18) to the left and multiply by the denominator integrals (permissible 
because g(z) is positive). The resulting products of integrals can then be 
combined into an iterated integral. After replacing (1 -p) v - (1 - v)~ by 
v -p, we have equivalent o (18) 
1 1 
is g(z) &g(w)@ - PU) 4 dv > 0. (19) 0 0 
By Fubini’s theorem, interchange of p and v gives an integral with the 
same value. The average of the two integrands leads to a third equivalent 
integral, whose integrand is 
(g(r)$g(w)-gig) (v-PIP* (20) 
It is sufficient to prove that (20) is positive if P # v. By symmetry, we may 
assume that ~1 < v, so that o < t and w < z. The first factor of (20) is equal to 
g(w) g(z)1 ww g(wMw) - ww dZY&)l~ 
which is positive by Lemma 1, so Lemma 2 is proved. An inequality similar 
to (18), with g replaced by A is valid, but it is not used here. 
4. THE QUADRANT r> 0 AND s>O 
From now on, we shall often use the logarithmic mean of I and s, which 
we denote by 1. For r # s, the value is 
1 = L [r, s] = (s - r)/ln(s/r). 
When r = s, A = r = s. With [x, y] = [c’, e’], we have from (8) that 
lim ,-rco F(o, a)/t = 1, uniformly for u between r and s if r and s are both 
positive. So, by (5), 
lim F(r, s)/t = 1. t-cc (21) 
Similarly, F(o, 0) - t + -l/a, and so by (5), since u = r + p(s - r), 
hl (F(r,s)-t)=-(boeldp=-I-‘. (22) 
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In the same way, we find limits involving the derivatives, using the fact 
that by (9) lim,+,(a/%) F(o, a) = l/o’. So we have by (6) that 
;i+“, D,F(~, s) = j’ (1 -p)/a2dp = (r-l -A-‘)/(s - r) (23) 
if r # s. If r = s, the limit is 1/(2r2) = 1/(2s2). Similarly, by (7) 
(24) 
if r # s. Again, if I = s, the limit is 1/(2r2) = 1/(2s2). The limits of (22)-(24) 
are uniform for (r, s) in any subset of the first quadrant hat is bounded, and 
bounded away from the lines r= 0 and s = 0, in spite of the different 
formulas when r = s. 
We now find the range of slopes of the (r, s)--gradient of F. 
THEOREM 1. If 0 < r < s, then D, F(r, s)/D, F(r, s) decreases steadily 
from 1 to (A-’ - s-‘)/(r-’ -A-‘) as t increases from 0 to co. 
Proof: The limits of the ratio can be seen readily from (1 l), (23), and 
(24). Let R = D,F(r, s)/D, F(r, s). We need only to show that R decreases 
with increase of t. We have from (6) and (7) that 
which, with w = ut, reduces by (9) to 
R = j’ &w) 4 j’ (1 - pu) g(w) &. 
0 I 0 
By “logarithmic” differentiation, we have 
(26) 
- j’V -&@)d~ I j; (1 -p)gtw)& (27) 0 
Since R > 0, aR/at < 0 by Lemma 2, and the theorem is proved. 
The next theorem involves derivatives of In F(r, s). 
THEOREM 2. If 0 < r < s, then D, F(r, s)/F(r, s) and D, F(r, s)/F(r, s) 
both decrease steadily from l/(r + s) to 0 as t increases from 0 to a. 
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Proof: The limits as t--t 0 are evident from (10) and (1 l), while limits as 
t + 00 follow from (21), (23), and (24). Let N be the numerator of 
a/at(D, F(r, s)/F(r, s)). We must prove 
N = F(r, s)(a/&) D, F(r, s) - D, F(r, s)(a/&) F(r, s) < 0. W’) 
By (6), we have 
(s - r) N = F(r, r)(a/ib) F(r, s) - F(r, s)(a/at) F(r, r) 
= F(r, r) F(r, s>[(W> F(r, s)/W-, s) 
- @/at> F(r, r>/F(r, r) I. (29) 
We use (5) to find (a/at) F(r, s)/F(r, s) in terms of integrals, and then use the 
integral form of the Cauchy mean value theorem to obtain: 
i F(r, s)/F(r, s) = J: i F(a, u) du 
for some number p between r and s. We substitute into (29) to obtain 
(3 - r) N = W-, r> F(r, s) [P/at) 0, p)/F@, P> 
- WW F(r, WFP, r> I. (30) 
Since F(a, 0) = V(w) by (8), @/at> F(u, a)/F(u, a) = (d/at)f(w)/f(w) + l/t, 
which, by Lemma 1, decreases with increase of u, and N < 0 as claimed. The 
other part of Theorem 2, involving D,F(r, s)/F(r, s), has a similar proof. 
5. THE OCTANT 0 < -r < s 
We continue with [x,y] = [e-l, e’]. From (8), we have F(o, U) = 
-F(-u, -a), so that s: F(u, a) da = J”?, F(o, a) do. By successively applying 
(5) and (21), we obtain 
and if 0 < --I < s, 
F(r, s) = F(-r, s)(s + r)/(s - r), (31) 
,ll~ F(r, s)/t = (s + r)/(s - r). (32) 
The next theorem involves derivatives of In F(r, s). 
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THEOREM 3. If 0 < -r < s, then D, F(r, s)/F(r, s) increases steadily from 
I/(r + s) to 2s/(s2 - r2) and D,F(r, s)/F(r, s) decreases steadily from 
l/(r + s) to -2r/(s* - r’) as t increases from 0 to co. 
Proof. We use logarithmic differentiation of (31), noting that (a/&) 
F(-r, s) = -D, F(-r, s), to obtain 
and 
D, F(r, s)/F(r, s) = 2s/(s2 - r2) - D, F(-r, s)/F(-r, s), (33) 
D, F(r, s)/F(r, s) = -2r/(s’ - r”) + D, F(-r, s)/F(-r, s). (34) 
Both the monotone property and the limits come from Theorem 2, with 
(-r, s) substituted for (r, s). 
COROLLARY. If 0 < -r < s, then D,F(r, s)/D, F(r, s) decreases steadily 
from 1 to -r/s, as t increases from 0 to 00. 
6. COMPARABLE INDEXPOINTS 
We now have the information needed to describe the dominance relation. 
We often use the fact mentioned in Section 1 that values of E and of F 
increase with increase of r or s if x # y. We may assume that 
Ix, y] = [e-‘, ef] in proofs, because E is homogeneous in [x, y]. Inequalities 
relating two values of E are equivalent o inequalities relating corresponding 
values of F because F = In o E. We again use the notation of Section 4, 
L[r,s] =A. 
THEOREM 4. We have for x f y that as s increases, values of F and E: 
(i) increase on the curve A = L [ r, s] = b if 0 < r < b < s; 
(ii) increase on the line r = ms, tf -1 < m < 0 and s > 0; 
(iii) decrease on the line r + s = 2a, if0 < a < s. 
Dominance relations implied by these are optimal in the sense that if (r2, s2) 
dominates (r,, s,) and both points are on the same one of the curves 
described above, then an increase of r, or st or decrease of r2 or s2 that takes 
either point off the curve destroys the relation, except when (r, , s,) = (0,O) in 
case (ii). 
Proof of(i). On the curve L[r, s] = b, we have, by implicit dt&%rentiation 
dr/ds = -(A-’ - s-‘)/(r-’ -A-‘). 
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So for s > 6, the derivative of F on the curve is 
dFfds = D,F(r, s) + D, F(r, s) dr/ds 
= D,F(r, s)[D,W, s)/D,F(r, s) 
- (A-’ -s-‘)/(r-’ -A-‘)]. 
This is positive, by Theorem 1, and F increases as claimed if s > b. The 
conclusion extends to the limit point s = b by continuity of F. Limit points in 
(ii) and (iii) are handled in the same way. For the optimal property, first 
suppose that any change of r2 or sz is so small that r2 > 0 and s, > 0. The 
logarithmic means 1, and A2 change correspondingly, so that 1, < J1, and by 
(22) 
lim (F(r,, s2) - F(rl, s,))/r = 1;’ -1;’ < 0; 
t-m 
the dominance inequality fails for large values oft. A larger decrease of r2 or 
s2 causes a larger decrease of F(r2, s2) and strengthens the failure of 
dominance. 
Proofs of (ii) and (iii). These are similar to the proof of (i). In proving 
(ii), for m -C 0, we use the corollary of Theorem 3 and for the optimal 
property, we use (32). The proof of (iii) involves Theorem 1 or the corollary 
of Theorem 3, depending on the octant, together with (IO). In case (ii), 
m = 0 is a limiting case of m < 0 and of case (i). We omit details. 
We are ready to catalogue the dominance relation. We use Fig. 1 to 
describe dominance relationships relating (r,,, sO) if 0 < r0 < s,. That point 
lies on a curve L [r, s] = 6, and on a line r + s = 2a. Theorem 4 determines 
dominance relationships relating (rO, so) with every point (r, s) on the line or 
the curve, with r < s. Given such a point (rz, s2) that dominates (r,,, s,), we 
know that any point (r, s) with r2 < r and s2 < s also dominates (r,,, so). 
Similarly, if (r,,, s,,) dominates (r,, s,), then (rO, so) also dominates (r, s) 
when r < r, and s < s, . Between the line and the curve, optimal properties 
from Theorem 4 imply nondominance in both direction. From these remarks, 
we see that every point (r, s) in the half plane r ,< s has a known dominance 
relationship with (rO, s,,) : dominating, dominated, or neither. The monotone 
S 
(rosa) LF r 
FIGURE 1 
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S 
(r0s0) 
k I 
FIGURE 2 
properties of Theorem 4 are strict, so that for t < s, (r, s) both dominates and 
is dominated by (rO, so) only if (I, s) = (r,,, so). The “twin mean” identity, 
E(r, s; x, y) = E(s, r; x, y) implies that (s, r) has the same relationship as 
(r, s) with (r,,, so), so the relationship of (rO, SJ with every point of the plane 
is determined. 
To summarize, in Fig. 1 we see that every point that is on or above both 
the line and the curve dominates (r,,, so), and every point that is not above 
either the line or the curve is dominated by (rO, sJ. Points in the open set 
between the line and the curve are neither dominating nor dominated. That 
set has three components if r0 ( s,,, but only two if r0 = s,,. 
Figure 2 gives the picture for (r,,, so) satisfying 0 < -r,, < sO, and s0 > 0. 
The “curve” in this case consists of the half line r = ms, s > 0, that contains 
(rO, s,), together with the twin half line, s = mr. A similar discussion and 
summary applies. Figures 1 and 2 are also valid for the twin point (so, ro), so 
that we know the dominance relation for every (ro, s,,) satisfying r,, -t s0 > 0. 
The function E(r, s; x, y) has the constant value G on the line r + s = 0. If 
r,, + so = 0, that line is the common boundary of the half plane r2 + s2 > 0 of 
dominating points, and the half plane r, + s, < 0 of dominated points. 
Finally, if r. + s, < 0, we use the “inverse mean” identity: E(r, s; x, y) 
E(-r, -s; x, y) = G*. Then the relation involving (ro, so) and (r, s) is the 
same as the relation involving (-r, -s) and (-r,,, -so). Figure 1 or Figure 2 
can be reflected through the origin to give the picture for this case. Points 
that are not below either the line or the curve dominate, while points that are 
on or below both are dominated. 
7. AN APPLICATION 
We use the dominance information described above to determine the 
nature of the dominance relation for points on a curve C(n, a) of points in 
the first quadrant that satisfy 
r” + s” = 2a” (35) 
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with a > 0 and 0 < n < 1. We also consider the limiting curve C(0, a) : 
rs = a2, a hyperbola. It is sufftcient to describe the relation between (r,, s,,) 
and (r, s) when both points are on C(n, a) and 
since the twin mean relation can be used to reduce any other case to this 
one. It is clear that (r, s) is above the line of Fig. 1, so it is not dominated by 
(ro, s,). The problem is to find whether (r, s) is on or above the curve, i.e., 
whether L[r, s] > L[r,, s,]. 
To see how A= L[r, s] varies on C(n, a), we calculate dA/ds, using the 
fact that dr/ds = -(s/r)“-‘. With w = s/r, we have 
dl/ds = aA/& + &l/ar dr/ds 
=[lnw-l+w’+w”-‘(lnw+l-w)]/ln2w. 
We define U, V, and W as functions of w: 
(36) 
U= w’-” In2 w dA/ds 
=w Ipn In w - WI-” + w-” + In w + 1 - w; 
(37) 
V=w”U’=(l-rz)lnw+n--nw-‘+w”-l-w”; (38) 
W=W2V’=(1-,)w+n+(n-l)w”-rzw”+‘. (39) 
Then we have 
and 
W” = nw”-2[(n - 1)2 - n(n + 1) w]. 
Initial values of U, V, and W at w = 1 are 0, while W’ and W” are 
initially 1 - 3n and n(l - 3n), respectively. There are three cases, n = 0, 
O<n<i,andf<n<l. 
Case (i). n = 0. In this case W” = 0 and W’ = 1 for all w, and W 
increases with increase of w, so W > 0, if w > 1. Similarly, V and U increase 
and have positive values. Then L[r, s] increases with increase of s and 
L [r, s] > L [ro, s,] > a when s > s0 > a. So (r, s) dominates (ro, s,,), and 
values of E increase with increase of s on the hyperbola C(0, a), when s > a. 
Case (ii). 0 < n < 4. In this case W” is initially positive, but becomes 
negative for large values of w. Similarly, W’ is initially positive, but becomes 
negative; W, V, and U also increase to positive values, then finally become 
negative. The function L [r, s] increases from a to the maximum value 
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b = L[R, S] and then decreases to 0 as s increases from a to S and then to 
2l”‘a at the end of the curve C(n, a). The only possibility of dominance is 
when s, < S. Then (r, s) dominates (rO, so) if (r, s) is between (rO, s,) and the 
point beyond (R, S) on C(n, a) where L again has the value L[r,, s,]. In 
particular, the value of E increases on C(n, a) as s increases from a to S. For 
s > S, the value of E increases with increase of s when y/x is close to 1, and 
decreases when y/x or x/y is sufficiently large. In one case, on C(b, l), the 
maximum value of L[r, s] occurs at w = 13,392,000, approximately. Then 
R = 0.0000032772, S = 43.888, and b = 2.6744. 
Case (iii). f < n < 1. In this case, IV” is negative when w > 0, and so are 
W’, W, V, and U. The value of L [r, s] decreases from a to 0 as s increases 
from a to 2”” a and (r, s) does not dominate (ro, so). The value of E 
increases with increase of s when y/x is near 1 and decreases when y/x or 
x/y is large. 
8. REVERSE MEANS 
We are not inclined to flout tradition, so we shall follow the custom of 
introducing a new family of means related to the family E that we are 
studying. We have noted the logarithmic mean of [x, y] as a special case of 
E. But the logarithmic mean of [r, s] comes unavoidably into the theory. In 
Theorem 4, we see that the curve L [r, s] = b is close to the curve where E 
has constant value if y/x or x/y is very large. We also see that the line where 
the arithmetic mean of [r, s] has the constant value a is close to the curve 
where E has constant value if y/x is close to 1. These relations determine 
limiting values of our new family, as formulated below in (42) and (43). 
If x # y, E is strictly increasing with increase of r or s, and there is a 
unique number p such that 
E@, P; x, Y) = E(r, s; x, Y). (40) 
We call p, which is between r and s, the reverse extended mean of [r, s] 
indexed by (x, y). A function E* is determined implicitly by (40), 
p=E*(r,s;x,y). (41) 
We show that E* can be extended analytically to domain (2) by defining 
E*(r, s; x, x) = (r + s)/2. (42) 
There is a further continuous extension that allows x or y (but not both) to 
be 0, 
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E”(r, s; x, 0) = E*(r, s; 0,y) 
=L[r,sl, if r > 0 and s > 0, 
= 0, if rs ,< 0, 
= 4 [-r, -s], if r < 0 and s < 0. 
(43) 
Finally, when x =y = 0, we can define a value of E* only when r2 = s2 to be 
(r + s)/2. This restriction of values of [r, s] is required by continuity, 
because the values given in (42) and in (43) both occur for values of (x, y) 
near (0, 0), and those values agree only when r2 = s2. 
So we have defined E*(r, s; x, y) when x > 0,~ > 0, and x + y > 0, for 
unrestricted values of [r, s], and when x =y = 0 and r2 = s2. We have no 
explicit formulas, except in special cases. The following theorem lists some 
basic properties of E* : 
THEOREMS. The function E * has the following properties: 
(i) E * is symmetric in two ways, 
E*(r,s;x,y)=E*(r,s;y,x)=E*(s,r;x,y); 
(ii) E*(r, s; ax, ay) = E*(r, s; x, y) if a > 0; 
(iii) E*(br,bs;x,y)=bE*(r,s;xb,yb)ifb>Oorifxy> 0; 
(iv) E*(-r, -s; x, y) = -E*(r, s; x, y); 
(v) E* is analytic on domain (2); 
(vi) E* is continuous; 
(vii) E* is strictly increasing with increase of r or s if xy # 0; 
(viii) E* has values between (r + s)/2 and the value given by (43). 
ProoJ Properties (i) and (ii) are implied by corresponding properties of 
E. Property (iii) is derived from the identity 
E(r, s; x’, yb) = (E(br, bs; x, Y))~, 
which comes from elementary manipulation of (1). We discover (iv) through 
successive application of (iii), (ii), and (i), 
E*(-r,-s;x,y)=-E*(r,s;x-‘,y-I)=-E*(r,s;y,x) 
= -E*(r, s; x, y). 
To prove (v), we observe that (40) is equivalent to a similar equation 
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involving F. With G = (xy)“’ and t = ln(y/x)/2, we have (x, y) = (Ge-‘, Ge’) 
and 
F(r, s; x, y) = In G + F(r, s; e-‘, e’). 
Using (5), we see that (40) is equivalent o 
F@, p; e-‘, e’)/t* = F(r, s; 6, e’)/t* 
= F(a, a; e-‘, e’)/t* dw 
(44) 
When 1 rt] < rr and 1st 1 < z, the power series of (9) can be used to obtain, 
equivalent o (44), 
p(l/3-r2/45+...)=C’0(l/3--*/45+ a.. ) &, (45) 
0 
with u = r +p(s - T), w = at, and z =pt. We see that (45) defines p 
analytically even near t = 0, and gives the explicit formula (42) when t = 0. 
We omit detailed proof of (vi), which uses Theorem 4 together with the 
limits (21)-(24). Property (vii) is an easy consequence of the corresponding 
property of E, and (viii) is implied by Theorem 4 when ] r J < s. The extension 
of (viii) to other quadrants is made with the aid of (i) and (iv). 
It is obvious from (iv) that dominance for the function E* (i.e., cases 
when E*(r, s; xi ,JJ~) < E*(r, s; x2, y,) independently of [I, s]) can occur 
only in trivial cases. But there is a nontrivial dominance relation for the 
restriction of E* to points where r + s > 0. The conclusion is simple: values 
of E* decrease with increase of ] t] , where t = ln(y/x)/2, if r + s > 0 and 
r Z s. 
In the proof, we may assume that ] r( < s, and that values of (x,~) are of 
the form (e-‘, e’) with t > 0. For (x0, yo) = (e-‘0, e’O), any point [r, s] is on 
the curve r: E(r, s; x0, yo) = E(po, p. ; x0, yo), where p. = E*(r, s; x0, y,). On 
r we have 
dr/ds = -D,F(r, s; x,,y,)/D,F(r, s; x,,Y,). 
For (x, y) = (e-‘, e’), we calculate the rate of change of u = F(r, s; x, Y) on r 
du/ds = D, F(r, s; x, y) + D, F(r, s; x, y) dr/ds 
= D, F(r, s; x, Y) D, F(r, s; x, v) D,F(~,s;xo~~o) 
D,F(r,s;x,y) - D,F(r,s;x,,~‘,) ’ 1 
If f > fo, this is negative by Theorem 1 or by the corollary of Theorem 3, and 
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therefore F(r, s; x, y) < Fe,,, p,, ; x, y) when s > po. So we obtain the 
dominance inequality 
E*(r, s; x,y) < p. = E*(r, s; x,,,Yo). 
Although the proof is easy, we note that the application of Theorem 1 and 
the corollary of Theorem 3 is sharper than the corresponding application in 
the proof of Theorem 4. 
9. CONCLUSION 
By describing dominance, we have answered the most obvious question 
about the function E. A problem that we have not addressed is the 
description of a restricted dominance involving values of [x, y] in a specified 
set, e.g., ( [x, y] : a <y/x < b). A special case of this is discussed in [ 91. The 
solution of this problem seems to be related to the dominance discussed 
above for E*. 
Convexity has not been mentioned. It is fairly easy to show that 
-+‘(a, a; x, y) is a convex function of u when o > 0, and this can be used to 
give an alternate proof of Theorem 4(ii). 
For any value of [x, y], let r be the curve in the (r, s)-plane on which 
E(r, s; x, y) is constant. We conjecture that r has no inflection points if x # y 
and r + s # 0. 
Stolarsky [ 161 goes on to describe a multivariable mean value of a 
sequence x = (x0 ,..., x,,) indexed by (r, s), equal to E(r, s; x0, x,) when n = 1. 
The formula is related to “divided differences” and is replete with indeter- 
minacy. He gives an integral representation similar to (5) and mentions the 
problem of finding whether the mean value increases with increase of r or s. 
In a forthcoming paper, we shall show that the Stolarsky multivariable 
mean does increase with increase of r or s, if x is not a constant sequence, 
and increases unconditionally with increase of any of the values of x. 
Incidentally, we shall also show that the muitivariable extended mean is a 
mean, i.e., has values between the smallest and the largest value of x. The 
arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means can be discovered here, but not 
the other classical power means, as far as we can see. We feel that the 
Stolarsky multivariable mean is the most interesting mean value formula that 
we have seen. 
Dominance for the multivariable extended means appears to be much 
more complicated when n > 2, and we have very little information in that 
direction. A reverse mean value function can be described in the same way 
that E* is described above. There is an abundance of interesting problem 
material in the multivariable mean. 
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